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himself, called a personality, which again wears three
bodies, the mental, the astral and the physical. Therefore
when we think and say that we know a man on the
physical plane, it would be a little nearer the truth to say
that we know a thousandth part of him. The ego is a
part of the Monad, somewhat in the proportion of an ear
to the whole body, and the personality similarly being a part
of the ego, what we usually think of as the man is
merely a fragment of a fragment of the real man.
Thus that part of the Individuality or the Ego,
also called the ' Higher Self', which is manifested in a
reincarnation, at a given time, in a particular race, and
either as a man or as a woman, is the personality or the
{lower self \  The relation between the individuality
and the personality has been expressed by many
symbols, one being that of a string of pearls, where the
string represents the individuality, and the pearls the
separate personalities in successive incarnations.   One
personality only, however, is made by the individuality for
the purpose of the work to be done in one incarnation,
and that personality at rebirth takes a new mental, a new
astral and a new physical body.
Each of these bodies, again, has a life and con-
sciousness of its own, quite distinct from the life and con-
sciousness of the personality which uses the bodies. This
€ body-consciousness ' of the mind-body is known as the
c mental elemental', that of the astral body as the c desire-
elemental \ and of the physical body as the( physical
elemental \
<3. Please explain firsts what are the mental and astral
elementals ?
Ans, The matter of the mental and astral bodies is not
dead matter. In fact, there is no such thing as * dead

